AGENDA: WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2017

06:00 pm  Doors Open | Welcome Reception
07:00 pm  Networking Event with Dinner Speech

AGENDA: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2017

08:00 am  Registration Open
08:30 am  Morning Breakfast | 3DEXPERIENCE Playground
3:15 pm  Digitalisation on the Shopfloor – From a Research Project to an Implementation Strategy Rouven Vierfuss - IMPERIAL WERKE OHG - MIELE GRUPPE
12:30 pm  Lunch Break | 3DEXPERIENCE Playground
12:00 pm  Digitalisation on the Shopfloor – From a Research Project to an Implementation Strategy Rouven Vierfuss - IMPERIAL WERKE OHG - MIELE GRUPPE

Plenary Sessions

09:00 am  Welcome Note
09:15 am  Boost your Innovation with a Consistent End-to-End Business Platform Laurent Blanchard & Andreas Barth - DRASSRU LT SYSTÈMES
10:30 am  Coffee Break | 3DEXPERIENCE Playground
11:30 am  smartPLM: Strategic Pillar for Digital Transformation in Engineering Kurt Bengel - CENIT AG
11:00 am  Keynote – Leverage Technology Trends to Transform your Enterprise Luz Mauch - DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG

Round Table Sessions

09:45 am  Boost your Innovation with a Consistent End-to-End Business Platform Laurent Blanchard & Andreas Barth - DRASSRU LT SYSTÈMES
09:45 am  Keynote – Leverage Technology Trends to Transform your Enterprise Luz Mauch - DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG
10:30 am  Coffee Break | 3DEXPERIENCE Playground
11:30 am  smartPLM: Strategic Pillar for Digital Transformation in Engineering Kurt Bengel - CENIT AG

Breakout Sessions

2:00 pm  Electronic Development Managed with the 3DEXPERIENCE platform at Bosch Steffen Wirth - ROBERT BOSCH
2:15 pm  Digital Experience for Virtual Validation and Optimization of Assembly Lines Andreas Janko - BOSCH REIMOTH
2:45 pm  The 3DEXPERIENCE platform as the Global CMTI VR Data Management System Daniel Pietsch - BENFE TLER AUTOMOBILETECHNICA
2:45 pm  Digital Experience for Virtual Validation and Optimization of Assembly Lines Andreas Janko - BOSCH REIMOTH
3:15 pm  Coffee Break | 3DEXPERIENCE Playground
4:00 pm  The 3DEXPERIENCE platform as the Global CMTI VR Data Management System Daniel Pietsch - BENFE TLER AUTOMOBILETECHNICA
4:00 pm  Digital Factory Industry 4.0 Above the Clouds Jan Graflf - ROCHE
4:30 pm  Digital Continuity for Medical Devices Peter Neyer - ROCHE
4:30 pm  Drawing on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform at Grundfos Lars Peter Hansen - GRUNDFOS HOLDING
5:00 pm  End of Event

EVENT MAP